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The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo meets Gone Girl in this enthralling murder mystery set in Kenya. In the shadows of Sangui City, there lives a girl who doesn't exist. After fleeing the Congo as refugees, Tina and her mother arrived in Kenya looking for the chance to build a new life and home. Her mother quickly found work as a maid for a prominent family, headed by Roland
Greyhill, one of the city’s most respected business leaders. But Tina soon learns that the Greyhill fortune was made from a life of corruption and crime. So when her mother is found shot to death in Mr. Greyhill's personal study, she knows exactly who’s behind it. With revenge always on her mind, Tina spends the next four years surviving on the streets alone, working as a
master thief for the Goondas, Sangui City’s local gang. It’s a job for the Goondas that finally brings Tina back to the Greyhill estate, giving her the chance for vengeance she’s been waiting for. But as soon as she steps inside the lavish home, she’s overtaken by the pain of old wounds and the pull of past friendships, setting into motion a dangerous cascade of events that could,
at any moment, cost Tina her life. But finally uncovering the incredible truth about who killed her mother—and why—keeps her holding on in this fast-paced nail-biting thriller.
In another palm-size pop-up book, designer Ingela P. Arrhenius showcases flora, fauna, and other familiar scenes of the jungle with her trademark retro style. Hop aboard a riverboat for a colorful trek into the depths of the jungle with its many wonders. Tree frogs, monkeys, and jewel-toned birds are just a few of the extraordinary creatures that make their home within this lush
green forest. Stylish and well-crafted, this miniature pop-up from the illustrator of the oversize hit Animalswill let imaginations go wild.
Hen is very happy sitting in the straw, laying lots of speckled eggs - look, here comes one more! The animals of the farm are brought to flapping, frolicking life in these playful pop-ups that toddlers will adore.
There are so many ways to postpone going to bed--and Froggy knows them all! First he has to find the lost boat that's essential to his bath, next the toothbrush that finally turns up in the cookie jar. Then he moves on to the familiar routine of a last drink of water, a favorite bedtime story and one more goodnight kiss. With inventive antics every child will recognize, Froggy
makes bedtime rituals hilariously his own. Jonathan London and Frank Remkiewicz collaborated on the seven popular previous Froggy books: Froggy Gets Dressed, Let's Go, Froggy!, Froggy Learns to Swim, Froggy Goes to School, Froggy's First Kiss, Froggy Plays Soccer, and the latest, Froggy's Halloween.
Alex and the Monsters: Restaurant Rescue!
Robinson
The Truth According to Arthur
Why Do We Cry?
Leaves

Now in large board book format! Develop healthy habits for growing bodies and minds with all new verses to this classic movement singalong. Follow a family through a day from home to school in their diverse community as they engage in healthy habits from good hygiene to
reading. Includes educational endnotes about each health topic as well as audio and animation.
A series with unlikely heroes: Monsters that read and Alex, a young boy discovering books and friendship.
Elephant is so heavy, and all the other animals are so light. How will the seesaw ever go up and down? Toddlers will be drawn in by repetition, opposites, humor, and an unexpected twist in this board book story about Elephant's quest to get the seesaw to teeter. A cast of
friendly animals--who are all so light--try to help move the seesaw, but Elephant's side won't budge. He's so heavy. Then what happens when a child swoops in with other plans? Short, simple, and memorable, this board book offers a satisfying story arc. "Such a heavyweight
for such a light little book—delightful" — Kirkus Reviews STARRED REVIEW "An amusing introduction to the concepts of weight, balance, and opposites" — Publisher's Weekly
The most playful animals on the sea floor are looking for places to hide and stay out of danger. Do you know which animal takes shelter among the tentacles of sea anemones? Can you find the seahorse's ideal home? Play with the pieces and the lift-the-flaps to discover
each animal's hideout as children develop small motor skills and foster hand-eye coordination.
Froggy Goes to Bed
Froggy Bakes a Cake
While You Are Sleeping
Peppa at the Petting Farm
City of Saints & Thieves
One boy. One space rocket. One very hungry dinosaur. The ingredients for an explosive space adventure. But when Danny realizes he's forgotten Dino's lunch box, the very hungry dinosaur eats everything in sight, including their only way home: the rocket! How will Dino get them back home?
Leaves rustle, critters scurry, and mushrooms pop up from the forest floor in this lyrical, three-dimensional look at an autumn woodland.
Wolf is really hungry for his favorite meal--lamb stew! To his great luck, a cold, shivering lamb knocks on his door looking for shelter from the winter storm outside. So begins a funny tale of friendship with a wonderful twist at the end.
Alex Pianola is a normal kid who just happens to have a monster named Mr. Flat who lives in his bedroom.
A Very Late Story
Bubbles the T-Rex
The Lost Treasure of Skull Island
Seeing Things?
My First Animals
This thoughtful, poetic book uses metaphors and beautiful imagery to explore the reasons for our tears. In a soft voice, Mario asks, “Mother, why do we cry?” And his mother begins to tell him about the many reasons for our tears. We cry because our sadness is so huge it must escape from our
bodies. We cry because we don’t understand the world, and our tears go in search of an answer. Most important, she tells him, we cry because we feel like crying. And, as she shows him then, sometimes we feel like crying for joy. This warm, reassuring hug of a book makes clear that everyone is
allowed to cry, and that everyone does.
Everything I Know About Poop gives parents an innovative and fun way to help their toddlers achieve toilet-training success, especially the stubborn ones. It uses a hilarious story and charming drawings to engage kids and help them understand, verbalize and accept that people need to poop,
animals need to poop, we all need to poop!
An offbeat story about adventure and creativity featuring a cast of quirky self aware picture book characters. Have you ever opened a book, only to discover that the characters inside already know they're inside of one? All that's left for them to do now is wait for the story to arrive, but
it's certainly taking its time in getting here. This cleverly self-aware, interactive picture book, loosely based on Waiting For Godot, introduces a charming cast of characters illustrated in Marianna Coppo's quirky and delicate style. Young readers will learn that instead of waiting around
for stories to happen, they should go out into the world and create their own! Perfect for fans of The Monster at the End of this Book and The Book with No Pictures.
Funny Frog sits on the pond with insects buzzing by. Quick as a flash, his tongue flicks out to catch a big fat fly! The garden animals are brought to chasing, racing life in these playful pop-ups that toddlers will adore.
My Big Bear, My Little Bear and Me
Everything I Know about Poop
Pop-Up Jungle
Wanted! Ralfy Rabbit, Book Burglar
The Mouse Who Reached the Sky
Bubbles is no ordinary dinosaur. He blows bubbles when he giggles! Pull the tab for bubbly fun in this cute and interactive storybook.
Peppa is very excited for her first trip to the petting farm! She can't wait to hold and stroke all the little animals, including chicks and guinea pigs. Which animal will she cuddle next? Meet the farmer, Mrs Badger and learn all about a petting farm in this new Peppa Pig adventure, perfect for little animal fans.
From French creators Anne-Florence Lemasson and Dominique Ehrhard comes an unusual pop-up illustrating the turn of the season in a snowy garden. Squirrel drops a precious hazelnut and the snowfall buries it. The garden creatures come and go, but no-one finds the nut - and in the spring a little tree pops up in its place. Stunning, graphic artwork in a limited colour palette, a spare, charming
text and superb paper engineering make this a collectible for children and adults alike.
A pet! Mom has agreed: Froggy can have a pet. Off to the pet store they go. Mom would prefer a bunny or some mice, but Froggy and his little sister, Pollywogilina, have their hearts set on a doggy. And when Froggy sees the little dog with big brown eyes, he begs to take her home. Mom cautions Froggy about all the new responsibilities he will have taking care of Doggy, but Froggy’s sure there
will be no problem. He doesn’t count on Doggy being more difficult to train than he expected. Froggy always lands himself in a pickle, but he always bounces back. That’s why everyone loves him!
The Mouse Who Wasn't Scared
Hoot Hoot Pop-up Fun
The Last Hazelnut
Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
Who Is Hiding in the Sea?
A pop-up book with flaps to lift, tabs to pull and plenty of surprises
Some rabbits dream about lettuces and carrots, others dream of flowering meadows and juicy dandelions, but Ralfy dreams only of books. In fact, he doesn't just dream about them, he wants to read them ALL THE TIME. Soon his obsession sends him spiralling into a life of crime! A wonderfully
funny story from a talented new author/illustrator. Brilliantly read by Lenny Henry. Please note that audio is not supported by all devices, please consult your user manual for confirmation.
Little Mouse heads into the woods to prove her bravery -- and ends up with a startling lift-the-flap surprise. Rabbit warns Little Mouse about playing in the woods for fear of big, frightening animals, but Little Mouse isn't scared of anything. She walks deep into the forest, bouncing on
toadstools, hiding in the shadows, and jumping off logs. She encounters plenty of big animals, but Little Mouse isn't afraid . . . or is she? A cleverly placed flap reveals that Little Mouse's fears might not be big and scary -- but they are cute and fluffy! Readers will eagerly follow Little
Mouse on her journey through the dark forest in this entertaining woodland offering from Petr Horácek.
Sam is no ordinary unicorn. She's a Sneezicorn! Pull the tab to make Sam sneeze rainbows in this fun and interactive storybook!
So Light, So Heavy
Who's There? Beware!
An Autumn Pop-Up Adventure
The Sneezicorn
Froggy Gets a Doggy
Virginie Aracil's charming Mr. Bear is back—this time to lead toddlers on an extraordinary adventure through the world of colors. Just as Mr. Bear's ABC pushed the boundaries of what an ABC book can be, this oversized volume features an equally eclectic collection of appealing retro-chic images, introducing the youngest readers to an orange fox bearing orange carrots, a green snake with an apple
in its belly, a rainbow-colored doughnut, and even purple rain! The vibrant assortment encourages curiosity, helps build vocabulary, and is sure to make learning about colors a lot more fun. What a great addition to nursery bookshelves!
While you are sleeping, does the rest of the world sleep, too? Not everyone. In this dreamy book, which won the 2015 Silent Book Contest at the prestigious Bologna Children's Book Fair, Mariana Ruiz Johnson conjures up the ordinary yet extraordinary world outside the window of a sleeping child. Some people are working. Some people are eating. Some are walking their dogs, others are watching
the stars. And some are setting off on an adventure that might inspire an artist to create a book. As magical as the night sky, readers will return to Mariana Ruiz Johnson's illustrations again and again, finding new stories each time they visit. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.
Mouse is little and so is her house - but her apple is huge. She needs to find a home that is big enough for her and her apple. Peep through the holes and join Mouse in her search for a new home.
"Join the quest and search for gold in this swashbuckling adventure-- but watch out for all the scary creatures that pop out at you!"--Page 4 of cover.
Peek-a-Poo What's in Your Diaper?
Alex and the Monsters: Here Comes Mr. Flat!
Mr. Bear's Colors
Touch and Feel Picture Cards
How Do You Sleep?

Cleverly placed peek-through pages and Petr Horácek’s bold illustrations combine to produce a tale of teamwork and unexpected rewards. One morning, Little Mouse spots something red and shiny hanging from a branch. It must be a marble! Too short to reach it alone, she enlists her friends Mole (who thinks it’s a balloon) and Rabbit (who’s sure it’s a ball) to help out. With a wondrous playtime on their minds, the three animals team up
in an attempt to reach the elusive object. And they’re in for a tasty surprise! Toddlers will delight in peeking through the holes, turning the pages, and unfolding the striking vertical flap to reveal the shower of lovely cherries that rewards the friends for their team effort.
"When two woodland friends have a misunderstanding over who ate the last hazelnut, they eventually find that holding a grudge is a lot less rewarding than mending their relationship"-Little hands will love to lift the flaps to discover which friendly forest animals are popping off the pages!
It's good to have a bear, but this little girl has two: the big one has the strength of a giant, the small one is as soft as cotton. Join our protagonist on her fun day out hand-in-hand with her two bears.
The Lamb Who Came for Dinner
The Dinosaur That Pooped a Planet!
So Far Up
A Kid's Guide to Looking at Photographs
The Very Happy Hen
Bear can't reach the cake he's after--it's so far up, and he's so far down! Will his friends be able to help? Toddlers will be drawn in by repetition, opposites, humor, and an unexpected twist in this board book story about Bear's quest to reach a cake on a windowsill that is so far up! A cast of friendly animals--who are all so far down--try to help bear reach the desired cake. But what happens when a child swoops in with other plans?
Short, simple, and memorable, this board book offers a satisfying story arc.
Aimed at children between the ages of eight and twelve, "Seeing Things" is a wonderful introduction to photography that asks how photographers transform ordinary things into meaningful moments. In this book, acclaimed and beloved photographer Joel Meyerowitz takes readers on a journey through the power and magic of photography: its abilities to freeze time, tell a story, combine several layers into one frame and record life's
fleeting and beautiful moments. The book features the work of masters such as William Eggleston, Mary Ellen Mark, Helen Levitt and Walker Evans, among many others. Each picture is accompanied by a short commentary, encouraging readers to look closely and use their imagination to understand key ideas in photography such as light, gesture, composition-and, ultimately, how there is wonder all around us when viewed
through the lens. Joel Meyerowitz (born 1938) is an award-winning photographer whose work has appeared in over 350 exhibitions in museums and galleries around the world. He is a two-time Guggenheim Fellow, a recipient of both National Endowment for the Arts and National Endowment for the Humanities awards and a recipient of the Deutscher Fotobuchpreis. He has published over 15 books and divides his time between
New York and Italy.
Arthur and The Truth are not the best of friends right now. Why? Because today Arthur did something he shouldn't have done ‒ he rode on his big brother's bike (when his mum told him not to) and then he accidentally bumped it into Mum's car. Arthur knows he's done wrong but will he tell the truth OR will he bend it, stretch it, cover it up, hide it ... ? What would YOU do? What will Arthur do? Find out in this fresh and funny take on
a common childhood predicament ‒ to tell the truth or to tell a little fib. From an exciting new picture book pairing ‒ Booktrust award-winning Tim Hopgood, and internationally bestselling David Tazzyman (illustrator of the Mr Gum books by Andy Stanton).
All is not as it seems in this magic book of changing pictures! As Little Mouse travels through the woods alone on a quiet moonlit night, the mischievous shadows decide to play tricks on him. Will he make it to Granny's house safely? With ingenious changing pictures and playful rhyming text, Who's There? Beware! is sure to become a firm bedtime favourite.
A New House for Mouse
The Very Funny Frog
Little Hazelnut

It's Froggy's mother's birthday, and Froggy wants to bake her birthday cake all by himself. He gathers the chocolate, the sugar, the eggs, the flour, and pretty soon, Froggy has all the ingredients he needs to make̶a big mess! Jonathan London and Frank Remkiewicz have collaborated on the six previous Froggy books, and they've cooked up another winner here,
sweetened with generous helpings of Froggy humor and charm.
Peter S s blends a true story from his childhood with the fictional adventure of Robinson Crusoe to create a magical picture book filled with heart and imagination that readers will want to return to again and again.
Mouse likes to look in his friends' diapers, and when his friends decide to look in his diaper, they are surprised by what they find.
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